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Abstract— Due to the significant growth of link speeds, amount of 

data that should be stored on router line cards are rapidly 

increasing. Therefore, a large number of memory modules are 

required for packet storage. In addition, a high performance 

interconnection network on line cards is strongly needed for 

inter-communication between processing elements and memory 

modules. In this paper we propose a new interconnection 

network, known as hyper node torus that can support larger 

number of nodes compared to other topologies, such as common 

torus network on a limited area. Simulation results show that 

hyper node torus can sustain more traffic load, and also it has 

higher throughput than the torus network under different traffic 

loads. As a result, it has better scalability and higher 

performance for using in high-speed packet processors. 

Keywords- Interconnection network; hyper node torus; torus; 

k-ary n-cube; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In current computer networks, the transmission links 
between network nodes are generally not the performance 
bottleneck in the system. According to Moore’s law, line 
capacities grow exponentially; so the bottleneck tends to lie on 
network nodes [1]. Routers and switches, as the main 
components of networks, should receive, decode, encode and 
switch packets. Most of these functions are run on the line 
cards receiving packets from incoming ports and handing them 
to the processors for processing. These processing elements 
and memory modules that act as storage elements are 
connected together via an interconnection network on the line 
card. This interconnection network should provide high-
performance communication, with high-throughput and low-
delay, between processing elements and memory modules. 
Furthermore it should provide high scalability under area 
limitation in implementation. 

The common topologies that are used for interconnection 
networks on line cards are shared bus and crossbar switches. 
Shared bus has scalability problem. However, they cannot 
grow well with growing the number of processing elements 
and memory modules [7]. In the shared bus, only two modules 
can access the bus at the same time. Cross bar switches also 
has scalability problem because with increasing the number of 
nodes in the network, the number of switches grows in the 
order of N

2
. Another problem of cross bar switches is that it 

can work properly only as long as there is no congestion in the 
network. Once congestion occurs, its performance decreases. A 
promising interconnection network that is proposed for this 
purpose is k-ary n-cube network. However, according to 
simulations that are done in [2], two dimensional k-ary n-cube 
network (so called torus network), does not provide a good 
performance because its diameter increases with increase in 
network size. Their simulation results showed that k-ary 3-cube 
networks, that are three dimensional networks, provide better 
performance. But the area analysis given for its implementation 
indicated that it is expected to be large; hence, making it 
undesirable for implementation under area limitation [7]. 

In this paper we propose hyper node torus network. Hyper 
node torus is a two dimensional interconnection network that is 
derived from torus network, but each node of the torus is 
replaced with a ring with four nodes in each ring. One 
advantage of hyper node torus over torus is that it can support 
more nodes without significant increase in diameter. 

We evaluate the area that hyper node torus will need to be 
implemented on the board and compare it with the area that 
will be consumed by the torus network with the same number 
of nodes. Also, we simulate both networks under different 
simulation parameters in order to compare them under network 
load. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the hyper node torus network. Section 3 goes 
through performance evaluation of this network and compares 
its performance with torus network. Section 4 concludes the 
paper and presents some future research directions. 

II. HYPER NODE TORUS INTERCONNECTION NETWORK 

This section introduces hyper node torus interconnection 
network. Hyper node torus network is obtained from torus 
network that each node is replaced by a ring. As illustrated in 
figure 1, this network has a two level structure: A high level 
hyper node torus represents by the (x, y) which represents node 
position in a torus network and a low level hyper node torus is 
presented by z which shows node position in the ring in each 
hyper node. 

This interconnection network has a distributed architecture 
and each node in this network can be a processor or a memory 
module. This allows network packets to be shared among these 
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elements on network line card. In this structure memories are 
distributed among processors to allow direct access to memory 
storage and processors. 

Total number of nodes in this network is equal to N=2nk
n
. 

Which k represents the number of nodes in each dimension and 
n represents network dimension. Therefore, hyper node torus 
network size will be 2n times greater than torus and k-ary n-
cube networks. According to figure 1 degree for each node is 3; 
therefore, hyper node torus mitigates high dimensionality and 
port limitation of k-ary n-cube networks. 

 

Figure 1.  4×4 Hyper Node Torus Interconnection Network 

A. Hyper Node Torus Routing Mechanism 

The routing algorithm that is used for hyper node torus 
interconnection network is based on simple XY routing. This 
algorithm attempts to deliver packets from source node to 
destination node based on the shortest path. 

In order to achieve optimize routing algorithm, we made 
some changes to the XY routing algorithm. In each step that 
packet will be routed, before comparing the (x,y) coordinates 
of current node to the (x,y) coordinates of destination node, 
first z coordinates of both nodes should be compared, then after 
selecting out path from the ring, routing will be based on 
comparing (x,y) coordinates of source and destination node. 

In order to hide message passing delay in the network we 
used wormhole routing. In wormhole routing a packet is 
divided into a header flit, several body flits and a tail flit. 
Header flit is sent first, and while propagating path through the 
interconnection network then other flits will be sends. 
According to figure 2 that represents wormhole routing busy 
time for a packet, just header flit will face to the routing delay 
and other flits just will face to switching delay in each node 
and propagation delay in each hop. In summary the general 
routing mechanisms for this network are: 

• Routing is based on comparing destination node with 
the source node. 

• Routing always is through destination, so packet will 
never go far away from the destination and this 
prevents from livelock in the network. 

 

Figure 2.  Wormhole Routing busy time. (tr: routing delay, ts: switching 

delay) 

B. Area Analysis 

One of the most important factors for designing an 
interconnection network on the board is the area limitation. 
Because alongside providing high-performance, selected 
interconnection network should fit on the line card. According 
to [5] the area that is consumed by a torus network is expressed 
in (1), where N, represents the number of nodes that are 
forming the network, k represents number of nodes in each 
dimension in the torus network and L represents number of 
layers of available wires. 

AreaTorus=
16N2

(L2-1)k
2
+o(

N2

L2k
2
) 

(1) 

By replacing each node by a ring in the torus network, the 
area for hyper node torus will be: 

AreaHyper Node Torus=
16N2

(L2-1)k
2
log

2

2
N
+o(

N2

L2k
2
log

2

2
N
) 

(2) 

If we assume that the implementation is using 2 layers, then 
the consumed area for torus and hyper node torus network, 
each with 16 and 64 nodes, will be according to table 1 and 
table 2. 

It should be considered that this numbers do not represents 
the real area that is used by these networks on the board, and 
this is just for a comparison among different interconnection 
networks [5]. 

TABLE I.  THE AREA FOR TORUS NETWORK WITH 16 AND 64 NODES 

 4-ary 2-cube 8-ary 2-cube 

Area 16×16
2

(2
2
-1)×4

2
�85 

16×64
2

(2
2
-1)×8

2
�341 
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TABLE II.  THE AREA FOR HYPER NODE TORUS NETWORK 
64 NODES 

 2×2-Hyper Node Torus 4×4-Hyper Node Torus 

Area 

16×16
2

�22-1�×22×log
2

2
16

� 21 
16

�22-1�

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this paper we used Delay and Throughput as two 
standard metrics for comparing performance between torus and 
hyper node torus interconnection networks. The simulator that 
is used in this paper is Noxim [3]. Noxim is an open
SystemC-based NoC simulator.  

As Noxim is a cycle accurate simulator, the computed delay 
is showed based on the cycle that packet face until it reaches to 
its destination. Delay computation is based on the propagation 
delay and node delay in each hop. Node delay itself is 
composed of routing delay and switching delay. 

Delay equation for each packet, according to [4] will be 
shown as (3), that h represents number of hops in the path, T
for switching delay, Tr is for routing delay and T
propagation delay. 

Delay=h×(Ts+Tr+Tp)+
L
W� ×(Ts+Tp

A. Simulation Parameters 

In order to compare simulation results based on the two 
factors that later were mentioned, we need to define different 
parameters that are participating in the simulations.

Parameters can be divided in two groups, those that are 
constant during simulation and those that are changed. The first 
group, constant parameters, is as follow: 

• Packet Length: Random between 10 and 15 flits

• Buffer Depth: 4 flits 

 

Figure 3.  Delay vs. Traffic Load for Networks with 16 nodes

ETWORK WITH 16 AND 

Hyper Node Torus  

16×64
2

� �×42×log
2

2
64

�37 

VALUATION 

In this paper we used Delay and Throughput as two 
standard metrics for comparing performance between torus and 
hyper node torus interconnection networks. The simulator that 

. Noxim is an open-source 

As Noxim is a cycle accurate simulator, the computed delay 
based on the cycle that packet face until it reaches to 

its destination. Delay computation is based on the propagation 
delay and node delay in each hop. Node delay itself is 

ed of routing delay and switching delay.  

Delay equation for each packet, according to [4] will be 
shown as (3), that h represents number of hops in the path, Ts is 

is for routing delay and Tp stands for 

p) (3) 

In order to compare simulation results based on the two 
factors that later were mentioned, we need to define different 
parameters that are participating in the simulations. 

groups, those that are 
constant during simulation and those that are changed. The first 

Packet Length: Random between 10 and 15 flits 

 

Delay vs. Traffic Load for Networks with 16 nodes 

• Simulation Time: 10000 cycle

• Warm up Time: 1000 cycle

• Time Distribution of Traffic: Poisson

Other parameters that are changing during simulation 
represent the offered-load of network. They are as follow:

• Packet Injection Rate in each element

• Traffic Type: In this paper we used Uniform and Hot
Spot traffic. Hot-spot traffic is for increasing
border nodes in order to simulate

B. Simulation Results 

According to the simulation parameters that were 
presented, several simulation scenarios in this step will be run. 
Since the number of elements on line cards can reach to 64 
nodes [6], we use network sizes with 16 and 64 nodes for 
simulations and results comparisons

In order to compare delay of torus and hyper node torus 
networks, we used random traffic while increasing traffic load 
during simulation for both networks with different network 
sizes. First we compare delay of a 4
node torus network. As figure 3 shows while network load 
increases, delay for both networks with total number of 16 
nodes respectively increases. Figure 4 shows
for delay comparison between
node torus network, both with 64 nodes. This figure shows the 
same behavior as figure 3. 
concluded that with increasing traffic load
with different sizes obtains lower delay, in other word
node torus network is able to sustain higher traffic load than 
torus network. 

Figure 5 compares throughput fo
node torus network with random traffic under 
traffic loads. As this figure
achieved by hyper node torus network. Figure 6 repeats the 
same scenario for an 8×8-torus and 
network, as it shows, hyper node toru
throughput than torus network as the

 

Figure 4.  Delay vs. Traffic Load for Networks with 64 nodes

ation Time: 10000 cycle 

Warm up Time: 1000 cycle 

Time Distribution of Traffic: Poisson 

Other parameters that are changing during simulation 
load of network. They are as follow: 

Packet Injection Rate in each element 

Traffic Type: In this paper we used Uniform and Hot-
spot traffic is for increasing traffic in 

border nodes in order to simulate line card I/O ports. 

According to the simulation parameters that were 
mulation scenarios in this step will be run. 

Since the number of elements on line cards can reach to 64 
, we use network sizes with 16 and 64 nodes for 

comparisons. 

In order to compare delay of torus and hyper node torus 
tworks, we used random traffic while increasing traffic load 

simulation for both networks with different network 
First we compare delay of a 4×4-torus and a 2×2-hyper 

s figure 3 shows while network load 
or both networks with total number of 16 

nodes respectively increases. Figure 4 shows another scenario 
between an 8×8-torus and a 4×4-hyper 

us network, both with 64 nodes. This figure shows the 
same behavior as figure 3. From both results it can be 
concluded that with increasing traffic load, hyper node torus 
with different sizes obtains lower delay, in other word hyper 
node torus network is able to sustain higher traffic load than 

Figure 5 compares throughput for 4×4-torus and 2×2-hyper 
node torus network with random traffic under three different 

this figure shows higher throughput is 
achieved by hyper node torus network. Figure 6 repeats the 

torus and a 4×4-hyper node torus 
hyper node torus network has better 

as the previous scenario. 

 

Delay vs. Traffic Load for Networks with 64 nodes 
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According to the obtained results of network throughput for 
hyper node torus and torus network, with different traffic loads, 
hyper node torus in all of the scenarios has better throughput 
and can route more packets successfully to their destinations.

Since these interconnection networks should be applied on 
router line cards, corner and edge nodes will be in contact with 
I/O ports; therefore, traffic rate will be higher in these areas. 
Likewise centric nodes will face with similar situation, because 
most of the network traffic will be routed from 
network. In this way we apply hot-spot traffic at these nodes
the interconnection network to simulate the real
implementation. The hot-spot nodes traffic will be 20 percent 
more than the traffic of other nodes of the network. 
nodes are defined as follow: 

• 4×4-torus hot-spot edge nodes: (0,0) and (0,1)

• 4×4-torus hot-spot centric nodes: (1,1) and (2,1)

• 8×8-torus hot-spot centric nodes: (3,3) and (4,3)

• 8×8-torus hot-spot edge nodes: (0,0) and (0,1)

Figure 5.  Throughput Comparison with different packet injection rat

Networks with 16 nodes 

 

Figure 7. Throughput with Hot-Spot traffic for Networks with 16 nodes

According to the obtained results of network throughput for 
us network, with different traffic loads, 

hyper node torus in all of the scenarios has better throughput 
and can route more packets successfully to their destinations. 

interconnection networks should be applied on 
edge nodes will be in contact with 

traffic rate will be higher in these areas. 
Likewise centric nodes will face with similar situation, because 

from this part of the 
spot traffic at these nodes of 

e real situation after 
spot nodes traffic will be 20 percent 

more than the traffic of other nodes of the network. Hot-spot 

spot edge nodes: (0,0) and (0,1) 

spot centric nodes: (1,1) and (2,1) 

spot centric nodes: (3,3) and (4,3) 

spot edge nodes: (0,0) and (0,1) 

 

Throughput Comparison with different packet injection rates for 

for Networks with 16 nodes 

• 2×2-hyper node torus hot
and ((0,1),0) 

• 2×2-hyper node torus hot
and ((1,0),0) 

• 4×4-hyper node torus hot
and ((0,1),0) 

• 4×4-hyper node torus hot
and ((2,1),0) 

Figure 7 demonstrates throughput under hot
4×4-torus and 2×2-hyper node torus network and 
same scenario for 8×8-torus and 4×4
with defined hot-spot nodes and uniform traffic on all nodes
According to both figures after applying hot
network, hyper node torus performs better throughput than 
torus network. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
torus interconnection network can act better in real network 
traffic and route more packets successfully than torus network.

 

Figure 6. Throughput Comparison with different packet injection rates for 

Networks with 6

 

Figure 8. Throughput with Hot-Spot traffic for Networks with 64 nodes

hyper node torus hot-spot edge nodes: ((0,0),0) 

hyper node torus hot-spot centric nodes: ((0,0),2) 

torus hot-spot edge nodes: ((0,0),0) 

hyper node torus hot-spot centric nodes: ((1,1),2) 

Figure 7 demonstrates throughput under hot-spot traffic for 
hyper node torus network and figure 8 is the 
torus and 4×4-hyper node torus network 

and uniform traffic on all nodes. 
after applying hot-spot traffic in the 

hyper node torus performs better throughput than 
it can be concluded that hyper node 

interconnection network can act better in real network 
traffic and route more packets successfully than torus network. 

 

with different packet injection rates for 

Networks with 64 nodes 

 

Spot traffic for Networks with 64 nodes 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proposed a new interconnection network, 
the hyper node torus, as a structure to connect processing 
elements and memory modules on the router line cards. We 
defined different simulation scenarios under uniform and hot-
spot traffic to compare hyper node torus network performance 
with regular torus. As the simulation results illustrate, hyper 
node torus network can provide slightly better performance in 
terms of latency and throughput as well as bandwidth of 
communication between processors and memory modules. 
However, from the viewpoint of implementation, the proposed 
interconnection network requires much less area than 
comparable regular torus network on the board. In a 64-node 
network, the required area is as less as 10% of the regular 
torus. As a result, the proposed network provides much better 
scalability to be used in high-capacity network processors. 
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